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MGM Grand hosted some of the best parties during EDC Week at their pool and nightclub venue Wet 

Republic and Hakkasan. We visited several of them to see the dayclub and nightlife experience firsthand 

for ourselves with DADA LIFE, ABOVE & BEYOND, AFROJACK, HARDWELL, CALVIN 

HARRIS, W&W and SUNNERY JAMES & RYAN MARCIANO as the megastars took over the turnables 

for the entire week. 

6.19 ABOVE & BEYOND―Wet Republic 

The Anjunabeats label heads took over Wet Republic with their signature euphoric tunes and feel-good 

melodies. As the sun scorched up the poolside many of attendees flocked to the cabanas and main pool 

area to keep cool while jamming to ABOVE & BEYOND's set. Having heard them recently discuss their 

plans for Anjunabeats and upcoming releases at the annual EDMbiz conference earlier before their show 

at Wet Republic, we couldn't help but wait to hear what new records the trio had in store for us. 

The super group is well known for focusing on reaching deeper sounds on the lost art of building up the 

momentum in performances which was evident during the event. ABOVE & BEYOND musically woven 

deep house, progressive and modern trance to the vast pool crowd. ABOVE & BEYOND's 'Anjunabeats 

Volume 11' double mix has already hit #1 on the U.S. iTunes Dance Chart. 
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6.21 HARDWELL―Wet Republic 

The world's number one DJ hailed by DJ Mag was the main act at Wet Republic's pool party on Saturday. 

With his recent announcement on his latest mix compilation "Revealed Vol 5", we knew we were in for a 

special performance that included a lot of the biggest records that Revealed has to offer in big-room, 

electro and progressive house sounds. 

Hardwell's unmistakable sound roared throughout the pool venue especially when he dropped one of the 

biggest and most talked about releases from Deorro and J-Trick called "Rambo" with his own edit. 

Robbert teased us with a couple world exclusives unveiling his latest remix of Coldplay's collaboration 

with Avicii "A Sky Full of Stars". 

 

6.23 CALVIN HARRIS, W&W and SUNNERY JAMES & RYAN MARCIANO―Wet Republic 

MGM Grand definitely wanted to end the festival week with a bang and we couldn't miss the triple 

headliner party on Monday with CALVIN HARRIS, W&W and SUNNERY JAMES & RYAN MARCIANO. 

The Dutch duo SUNNERY JAMES & RYAN MARCIANO warmed up the crowd with their iconic track 

"Sound of the Underground" with Nicky Romero featuring Fast Eddie. As soon as the bassline kicked with 

the tribal garage sounds, things started to amp up quickly just in time for W&W to take it up to the next 

level. 

It was quite hilarious and admirable at the same time to hear W&W dropped their remix of "Eparrei" with 

Dimitri Vegas & Like Mike, Diplo & Fatboy Slim featuring Bonde Do Role & Pin. The mouthful production 

tastefully represented some electro-mambo that fused electronic tango with traditional Brazilian sounds. 

After the saucy rendition, it was time for CALVIN HARRIS to close out EDC Week with his summer 

anthems. 
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Calvin Harris dropped his single "Under Control" which peaked at number 1 in the U.K. (and also at the 

pool party). It seemed as if everyone was waiting for CALVIN HARRIS to play everyone's favorite summer 

tune titled "Summer" of course and when he did it all we heard was hundreds of voices that sang along 

with him. Be sure to catch these artists at MGM Grand's premiere nightclub and pool venue―Hakkasan 

and Wet Republic for the rest of this year. 

 


